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1. Introduction
Conventional LZ compression methods
The family of LZ compression methods of Lempel and Ziv is a class of lossless string compression methods that use variable-rate coding. For simplicity, we assume all input sources to be strings over the same ®nite alphabet and all compressed strings to be binary. The LZ compression methods are universal coding methods in the sense that the compression algorithm executes without initial knowledge of the source distribution. A parsing of a string is a division of the string into substrings called phrases. A distinct parsing is a parsing such that no two phrases are identical. An LZ compression method makes a distinct parsing of the input into phrases, and each of these phrases is encoded using an index into a dictionary that contains previously parsed phrases followed by a character. We refer to such indices as pointers. Pointers represent the matched portion of the phrase, which is a string that matches the incoming input. The character portion of a phrase is the character of the input that follows the matched portion.
Compression methods using a ®nite window
In Ziv and Lampel [46] , the adaptive dictionary consists of a window of the preceding n characters, and the matched portion of the current phrase is the longest possible substring within that window.
Compression methods using an adaptive dictionary
In Ziv and Lampel [47] , an adaptive dictionary stores previously parsed phrases, which indicate a substring anywhere in the previous characters. The matched portion of the current phrase is a (longest possible) phrase stored in the dictionary. After the phrase consisting of the index of that matched portion together with the next input character is sent to the decoder, that phrase is added to the dictionary. The decoder receives a new phrase consisting of an index and a character, outputs that phrase, and adds that phrase to the dictionary. Thus, the encoder and decoder are maintaining in``lock-step'' identical copies of a dynamically growing dictionary of strings.
Both LZ77 and LZ78 are provably optimal in the information theoretic sense for ergodic sources. At each step, both LZ77 and LZ78 send a match (a position-length pair of numbers for LZ77 or a single dictionary index for LZ78) followed by an uncompressed character. The inclusion of a raw character provides a simple mechanism to guarantee that progress is always made (since each phrase must have length at least one) and that each phrase of the parsing is distinct (since each phrase is one character longer than a longest possible match). Sending a raw character with each pointer is useful for proving optimality, but not necessary (see Storer and Reif [30] ).
In practice, to avoid the overhead of one uncompressed character for each matched string, codes can be reserved for the characters of the input alphabet to guarantee that all phrases have length at least one. This has no change on the matching process of LZ77, and for LZ78 one can still add the current match together with the next input character as a new dictionary entry (but this next input character is not part of the current phrase), and the decoder can eectively work one step behind the encoder to deduce this next character (e.g., the``LZW'' method of the UNIX compress utility works this way). We will denote methods that re¯ect LZ77 operation as window-based or LZ77-type and methods that re¯ect LZ78 operation as dictionary-based or LZ78-type methods. It is also typical in practice to limit LZ77-type methods to a``window'' of ®nite length and limit LZ78-type methods to a dictionary of ®nite size (by either freezing it when it is full or by incorporating a deletion method). Another practical variation is to allow non-greedy parsing; that is, use a shorter than possible match at a given step to allow for a longer match at a later step. See the books of Storer [29] and Bell et al. [3] for a presentation of other variations and practical implementations. For simplicity, we limit our attention to``pure'' LZ77 and LZ78. However, all of the techniques we present can be generalized to incorporate most practical implementations of LZ77 and LZ78, but if the variation in question gives up optimality, then so will our methods.
Ecient implementation techniques for LZ compression
McCreight [21] presented a linear time and space algorithm for the construction of a sux tree, which eectively represents all substrings of a given string in linear space and allows an LZ77 algorithm to ®nd a longest match in constant time per character read, which yields a linear time implementation. Rodeh et al. [24] presented a linear time implementation for LZ77 string matching for a bounded-size sliding window, by employing three overlapping sux tries. Fiala and Greene [1989] [14] presented a modi®cation to McCreight's approach for a sliding window, where vertices are continuously deleted in (amortized) constant time per character read, where re®nements for strict real-time implementation are made in Ukkonen [39] ; see the Ph.D. thesis of Larsson [17] for further references. Others, such as Brent [8] and the patents of [40] and Whiting [1991] [41] employed hashing to ®nd matches in a sliding window. For LZ78 methods, a simple trie can be used to store the dictionary, and matching can be done in constant time per character read by traversing a root to leaf path in the trie as characters of the match are read (e.g., Welch [42] , Storer [28, 29] , Miller and Wegman [22] ). Royals et al. [25] and Storer and Reif [31] describe a massively parallel implementation of a systolic LZ compression scheme also using pair-wise recursive parsing. Storer and Reif [30] describe the adaptation of LZ techniques to insure error resiliency.
Stationary source models for lossless compression
Bell et al. [4] discuss many source models for lossless text compression. A number of models for string sources are now listed in increasing generality:
(i) Symmetric Bernoulli sources, where each symbol is independently randomly generated with equal likelihood; (ii) Asymmetric Bernoulli sources, where each symbol is independently randomly generated with a dierent probability; (iii) Finite Markov sources, where the string is generated by a ®nite Markov process; (iv) Finite Memory sources, where the string is generated by an ergodic probabilistic ®nite state process, where the probability of a given character is dependent only on the current state; (v) a-mixing ergodic stationary sources, as de®ned in Szpankowski [37] , where the string is generated by any ergodic stationary process, that satisfy a-mixing conditions, where for any strings A of length n and B of length n d
where ad is a quantity such that ad 3 0 as d 3 I.
(vi) Ergodic stationary sources, as de®ned in Cover and Thomas [11] . Note that in each of these models, the source string to the data compression algorithm is generated by an unknown ergodic stationary process.
Previous analysis of lossless compression algorithms
Gallager [15] and also Cover and Thomas [11] give excellent introductions to basic notions (such as of entropy) in information theory and data compression. Let the compression factor of the compression of a length n string be the average encoded length per source symbol, that is, the compression length divided by the length n of the string. Let the optimality ratio cn of the compression of a length n string be the ratio of the compression factor divided by the entropy H of the source. The compression is asymptotic optimal in the information theoretic sense if the optimality ratio cn 3 1 as the text string length n 3 I. Lempel and Ziv [18] (see also Seery and Ziv [26, 27] ) gave an analysis of LZ compression, which was ®rst viewed as a method for measuring the complexity of a string. Ziv and Lempel [46] proved their LZ77 algorithm, which used a window of text as the dictionary, is as good as any other of a general class of adaptive methods for lossless data compression. Ziv and Lempel [47] proved their dictionary-based LZ78 algorithm gives asymptotically optimal compression for strings generated by any ergodic stationary process. This was a signi®-cant milestone result in the theory of lossless data compression. Wyner and Ziv [45] discuss asymptotic properties of the entropy of a stationary ergodic source. Cover and Thomas [11] later gave a particularly elegant proof of the asymptotic optimality of LZ78 compression for ergodic stationary processes. There has been considerable further research on the analysis of LZ methods. Plotnik et al. [23] gave a more re®ned asymptotic analysis of the LZ algorithm for ®nite-state sources. Louchard and Szpankowski [20] give a probabilistic analysis of the lengths of paths in the sux tree of the LZ78 parsing scheme, for stationary ergodic sources. Szpankowski [35, 36] analyzes the asymptotic properties of the depth of LZ sux trees for memoryless sources, and Szpankowski [37] extends this analysis to a-mixing ergodic stationary sources. Also, Abrahamson [1] gave an adaptive dependency source model for related data compression methods.
SSES dynamic sources
Let a dynamic source be a source that is not stationary. Here we assume the source is a particular class of dynamic sources, where we are motivated by practical situations where the data source is formed from a composition of distinct sources (for example, a document with multiple authors, a multimedia document, or the composition of distinct packets sent over a communication channel).
We assume that the source produces an in®nite sequence of concatenated ®nite strings s 1 ; s 2 ; . . . where:
(i) Each ®nite string s i (a stationary component) is generated by a sampling of a (possibly distinct) stationary ergodic source S i (a stationary component source).
(ii) The length of each of the s i is lower bounded by a function Ln such that Ln= logn grows unboundedly with the length n of all the previous text within s 1 . . . s i . Thus, each source string (input to the data compression algorithm) is formed from a sequence of substrings generated by possibly distinct and unknown stationary ergodic sources. We will call such a source a SSES dynamic source, where SSES denotes a sequence of stationary ergodic sources.
Let n i be the length of s i and let H i be the entropy of stationary ergodic source S i . As usual, we assume that H i is constant independent of n i . The optimal expected length of a compressed coding of a ®nite pre®x s 1 . . . s k is:
Expected Length Lemma. The expected length of each text phrase within s i using LZ77 limits to logn i =H i as n 3 I.
Proof. The average encoded length per source symbol is H i , and each pointer has length logn i On i , so the expected length of each text phrase in s i using LZ77 has limit logn i =H i as n 3 I. Ã
Recall that LZ algorithms have been shown to have asymptotic optimal compression for stationary ergodic sources, so their optimality ratio approaches 1 as the text string length approaches in®nity. Hence, to provide asymptotically optimal compression to an SSES dynamic source, it suces to provide asymptotically optimal compression to each component source. However, these component sources S i are initially unknown to the compression algorithm; also the position and even the length of the stings s i they generate is assumed to be initially unknown. This lack of knowledge is the key diculty of optimally compressing SSES sources. We also de®ne a class a-MSSES of dynamic sources which are de®ned to be SSES dynamic sources where each stationary component source S i is an a-mixing ergodic stationary source (as de®ned above).
Our results and organization of this paper
Section 1 gave basic de®nitions, described previous compression methods for stationary sources, and stated our results. Section 2 presents a relatively simple algorithm using a window-based LZ77-type method which has asymptotic optimal compression, but is inecient with respect to time. Section 3 then presents an alternative algorithm also using a LZ77-type method and gives methods for ecient execution of that algorithm with near linear expected time; approaching arbitrarily close to On for large n. Section 4 gives a linear time bounded dictionary-based LZ78-type algorithm which has asymptotically optimal expected compression for a-MSSES dynamic sources, when Ln P n e for some e > 0. Section 5 shows how to ®nd maximal matches in text windows in expected linear time using a total of On log logn space. Section 6 concludes the paper with a discussion of open problems and of further applications.
Asymptotically optimal compression for SESS dynamic sources
We ®rst give a very simple proof of asymptotic optimal compression for SSES dynamic sources, using a window-based LZ77-type method with variable-length pre®x codes.
Encoding pointers by variable-length pre®x codes
In practice it is often the case that for simplicity all indices encoding pointers are represented using a ®xed-length binary code. However, since the windows may grow in length quickly, it is more advantageous for our approach to use a variable-length pre®x code for positions within the window, where each pointer is represented by an encoding with a variable number of bits, and its pre®x can be distinguished from any other encoded number. A straightforward approach is to encode an integer i P 1 with 2logi 1 bits by pre®xing the encoding with a unary representation of the length (the log of i) followed by the binary representation of i, but this doubles the number of bits. By applying this idea recursively, the overhead goes to zero in the limit. The idea is to use a``cascading lengths'' code where the number is preceded by its length, the length by its length, and so on until a constant number of bits is reached; the total length of the code is logi log logi Á Á Á 1 bits; see Levenshtein [19] , Ellias [12] , and Even and Rodeh [13] . This technique was also used by Rodeh et al. [24] in their sliding window implementation, and described (and given the name cascading lengths) in the book of Storer [29] . Extensions of this idea to near optimal bounds are given in Bentley and Yao [7] . Given that we are using cascading lengths codes, it is convenient to represent a match in a LZ77 system as a displacement-length pair, where the displacement speci®es how many characters back the match starts and the length speci®es the number of characters in the match. Note that this does not aect the optimality of the LZ77 method since the use of the cascading lengths code adds no asymptotic overhead, and then the conversion to a displacement-length pointer representation can only shorten the representation of phrases.
Window-based methods with variable-length pre®x codes
We now adapt a window-based LZ77-type method with variable-length pre®x coding of pointers to an SSES dynamic source. So each source string input to the data compression algorithm is formed from a sequence of ®nite strings s 1 ; s 2 ; . . ., where each stationary component s i is a ®nite string generated by a stationary ergodic source S i . Recall that n i denotes the length of s i and H i denotes the entropy of stationary ergodic source S i . Also by de®nition of an SSES dynamic source, n i is lower bounded by a function Ln such that Ln= logn grows unboundedly with n. The optimal expected length of a compressed coding of a ®nite pre®x s 1 . . . s k of length n is:
To compress the sequence of strings s 1 . . . s k , we treat it as a single string and run the standard LZ77 algorithm (with displacement-length pointer encoded with cascading lengths) with the following change: at each step, instead of using the longest possible match, use the match that has the smallest compression ratio (number of bits used to represent the match divided by the number of characters in the match).
Now consider a particular string s i . Let us compare the compression we get on s i (after already having compressed s 1 . . . s kÀ1 ) and call this the joint compression of s i to what we would have got by compressing s i individually, call this the individual compression of s i . Since displacement-length pointers with cascading lengths are being used, all pointers available for individual compression are also available for joint compression at exactly the same cost. So the naive conclusion is that since at each step joint compression chooses pointers with minimum compression ratio, it must compress at least as well as individual compression. However, there are two problems:
(a) Optimality. When the joint compression uses a match that is smaller than what is used by individual compression, the subsequent portion of the source string is pre-conditioned by this choice and standard proofs of optimality may not apply.
(b) Complexity. The time may no longer be linear because at any given step, we may search down very deep in the sux trie only to discover that longer matches do not have better compression ratios (because they are too far back). Reducing the time complexity will be addressed in the next section. Although it is possible that more powerful techniques could show this approach to be optimal, we can work around the potential problem of optimality by processing data in blocks. On each block, we perform an optimal parse (e.g., using dynamic programming from right to left in the block along the lines of Storer and Szymanski [1978, 1982] [32, 33] ± see also the book of Storer [29] ). The optimal parse of the joint compression uses the same or fewer bits as the individual compression of the block. The only added cost is when a pointer of the individual compression overlaps a block boundary and is``charged'' to two blocks in this analysis; but this gives a net increased cost of at most one pointer per block, for the cost of the joint compression over the individual compres-sion. It suces to choose the block size in any way that makes the number of pointers processed per block a function that grows unboundedly with n. But this is implied by the Expected Length Lemma and our de®nition of an SSES dynamic source, where n i is lower bounded by a function Ln such that Ln= logn grows unboundedly with n.
Fast asymptotically optimal compression for SESS sources
The previous section introduced a construction to adapt window-based LZ compression to a dynamic source and achieve compression that is optimal in the information theoretic sense. However, the complexity was problematic because the algorithm employed a single sux trie for the entire past history. When compressing a particular source string s i , at any step it was possible to traverse a very deep path in the sux trie, only to end up ®nding that a relatively short match gave the best compression ratio for that step. Here, we describe another window-based LZ77-type algorithm using a more``constructive'' approach to searching for matches, and again using variable-length pre®x codes. We review universal hashing, use hashing techniques for the match search, give a space ecient method match search, and complete the description of this algorithm. We continue to assume an SSES dynamic source where each source string input to the data compression algorithm is formed from a sequence of ®nite strings s 1 ; s 2 ; . . . (where each stationary component s i is a ®nite string generated by a stationary ergodic source S i with entropy H i ), and the length n i of each s i is lower bounded by Ln, where Ln= logn grows unboundedly with n.
To develop a fast algorithm, we again adapt a window-based LZ77-type method with variable-length pre®x coding of pointers. Let Rn be a nonconstant monotonic increasing positive function of n where Rn On and Rn T n. For example, Rn might be de®ned to be the n e for some 0 < e < 1. To motivate our algorithm, ®rst suppose, we somehow determine a substring w of length RLn m within a stationary component s i . We place a window of initial length RLn starting at the ®rst character of w, and then parse by LZ77 algorithm a sequence of successive phrases (where just after each phrase, the window is enlarged to the right by the length of the phrase, as usual in LZ77-type algorithms) of total length m. Then, if the number of phrases grows unboundedly with n, this sequence of successive LZ77 phrases can be shown to have asymptotically optimal compression, for in this case the optimality ratio cRLn approaches 1 as n 3 I (this follows since, the LZ77 optimality ratio has limit cn approaches 1 as n 3 I and RLn grows unboundedly with n).
To see that the number of phrases grows unboundedly with n, a sucient condition is that m= logn grows unboundedly with n. By The Expected Length Lemma, the expected length of each text phrase within s i using LZ77 limits to logn i =H i as n i 3 x. Hence, if m= logn grows unboundedly with n, then the number of phrases is
which grows unboundedly with n. Thus to provide asymptotically optimal compression to an SSES dynamic source, it suces to provide asymptotically optimal compression to small windows within each component source. However, these component sources S i are initially unknown to the compression algorithm; even the length of the stings s i they generate is assumed to be initially unknown. Thus, we will try a number of window lengths and use that window size that provides the best overall compression for a sequence of subsequent LZ77 phrases.
Let L H n be a function where both Ln=L H n and L H n= logn grow unboundedly with n. Let R j n be the result of applying Rn to itself j times. Let un be the j such that R j n T 2; that is, the number of times Rn can be applied to itself until it is T 2. For example, if Rn n e for some 0 < e < 1, then:
un log 1=e logn:
We further require that Rn grow small suciently quickly so that un grows suciently slowly so that Ln=un logn grows unboundedly with n (e.g., let un L H n= logn). We now will describe a text compression algorithm that as usual in LZ77, processes the text incrementally from left to right. Let the current position within the source text be p. We construct a sequence of un 1 windows, where the right end of each initially is just preceding the current source text position p. For each j 0, 1; . . . ; un the window W j is initially of length R j n. For each such j, we determine the next maximal phrase (longest match with a substring of the window) that would be constructed by a LZ77-type method using this window W j , and let m j be the length of this phrase. Let m max be the length of the longest such phrase, and m be the larger of m max and L H n. Let NEXT(m) be the sequence of source text of length m from the current text position p. Next for each j 0; 1; . . . ; un, we parse the text strictly within NEXT(m) exactly as LZ77 would using window W j . That is, we determine a sequence of maximal phrases strictly within NEXT(m) using the rightwardgrowing window W j , as usual in LZ77-type methods. Each phrase will be represented by a pointer de®ning the length of the phrase and displacement of its match with in the rightward-growing window W j . These pointers representing a phrase within NEXT(m) using window W j will be encoded by a variable-length pre®x codings, and will together be called the jth candidate encoded pointer sequence. Let E j be the length of this encoding. Then, we choose for our incremental compression output that candidate encoded pointer sequence where E j is the smallest among all of these 0 T j T dlogne.
Furthermore, if the candidate encoded pointer sequence does not end at the last character of NEXT(m), we also output the phrase just following these previous phrases, using rightward-growing window W j . This following phrase may overlap some ®nal text of NEXT(m) and some subsequent text past the characters of NEXT(m). Then we repeat this compression process from the new resulting source text position at the right end of the most recent phrase. Note that the choice of a given window, say W j , does not precondition the subsequent source distribution, since this choice of the window W j is made by considering only parses of phrases strictly within NEXT(m), and the subsequent output of the following phrase insures that the resulting source text position is outside of NEXT(m). Now we show this compression method is asymptotically optimal for SSES dynamic sources.
By de®nition, NEXT(m) has length m P L H n. Also by de®nition, L H n= logn grows unboundedly with n, so m= logn grows unboundedly with n. By The Expected Length Lemma, the expected length of each text phrase using LZ77 limits to at most:
Thus the number of phrases parsed within NEXT(m) limits to
which grows unboundedly with n. Now observe that the number of phrases parsed within NEXT(m) grows unboundedly with n. Let j Ã be the largest number such that the length R j Ã n window W j Ã (just preceding the current source text position) is entirely within a component string s i generated by a stationary source S i . Note that this de®-nition of j Ã implies that
since Rn is non-decreasing with Rn T n, and n i P Ln. Also, let us assume that the subsequent NEXT(m) is also entirely within s i ; note that: · In this the case, and if the window W j Ã is chosen by our algorithm, then the compression of the parsed phrases within NEXT(m) using the window W j Ã has optimality ratio:
(This follows since LZ77 compression of stationary ergodic sources has optimality ratio cn 3 1 as n 3 I, and also R j Ã n P Rn i P RLn and n i P Ln.) · When this is not the case, then the loss of compression is not signi®cant asymptotically. By The Expected Length Lemma, each m j expects to be at most logn i , so m max expects to be at most Oun= logn. Hence, when m is the larger of m max and L H n, it expects to be T the larger of Oun logn and L H n. By de®nition of Ln and un, the ratios Ln=L H n and Ln=un logn both grow unboundedly with n. So n i =m P Ln=m also grows unboundedly with n, which insures the compression is still asymptotically optimal. But RLn grows unboundedly with n, so cn 3 1 as n 3 I. Furthermore, if another window W j other than window W j Ã is chosen, then the encoding of the phrases within NEXT(m) using window W j must be at least as compact as those using W j Ã , since this is the criteria for choosing window W j . This implies that the compression of the phrases within NEXT(m) is asymptotically optimal.
Note that, if the candidate encoded pointer sequence does not end at the last character of NEXT(m), we also output the next phrase using window W j just following these previous phrases. Since this next phrase may overlap some ®nal text of NEXT(m) and some subsequent text outside of NEXT(m), that phrase may not be optimally encoded. However, the loss of compression is not signi®cant asymptotically, since the number of phrases parsed within NEXT(m) grows unboundedly with n.
Hence, we conclude this algorithm's compression of an SSES dynamic source is asymptotically optimal.
Universal hashing
Carter and Wegman [10] ®rst developed universal classes of hash functions, that provide a very small number of hash con¯icts by the technique of choosing a hash function randomly from a universal class of hash functions. These universal hash codes can be used for ecient text matching, as required for LZ77 compression. A universal-2 hash family F n of Carter and Wegman [10] is de®ned as follows: let r P 2 be a ®xed integer equal to the number of bits needed to encode a symbol of the alphabet (i.e., the log of the alphabet size). Each element of F n is a hash function h mapping from strings of length n to the integers f0 . . . rn À 1g. A pair of distinct keys x and y in f0 . . . n À 1g have a hash con¯ict with respect to hash function h in F n if hx hy. Carter and Wegman [10] de®ne and provide a universal-2 hash family F n so that if we choose a random hash function h in F n , then for each key x in f0 . . . n À 1g, the probability that there exists a y in f0 . . . n À 1g such that x T y and hx hy is T 1=r. This implies that using a randomly chosen hash function in a universal-2 hash family, for worst case choice of strings to hash, the expected time per hash is O(1) (using say hash buckets or linked lists to resolve the expected O(1) con¯icts per key, and so that no items are lost). Thus On expected time is required to hash any n items.
A hash family is associative if each of the hash functions of the family can be associatively applied to substrings A and B to form the hash of the string AB from the hash of A and B. Carter and Wegman [10] also provide a universal-2 family of associative hash functions.
Finding maximal matches in text windows
Brent [8] gave a method for LZ77 string matching using incremental hashing, that hashes each match pre®x using an incremental associative hash function until the longest match is found. However, any such method using hashing (even if a hash function randomly chosen from a universal-2 family of hash functions is used) needs to verify that we have not found a false match (due to hash collisions), and this may take linear time in the length of the match.
Here, we assume a hash function is randomly chosen from a universal-2 family of associative hash functions, with parameter r logn. Given any text string A, we perform a straight forward linear incremental search for the longest pre®x of A matching with a substring of the window W. However, we verify that we have found a correct partial match only of every logn of the matches, and we also verify the ®nal match (which is to be the maximal parse). Each hash has a collision with probability 1=r 1= logn, and so the likelihood, that there is no hash collision after logn hashes of partial matches, is 1 À 1= logn logn which limits to 1=e (where e denotes the natural logarithm base ± see a standard calculus text for the derivation of this limit such as Thomas [38] ) as n 3 I. If there is a hash collision on a partial match, then again in expected time linear in the length of the match, we can go back and determine the correct match (if any).
Let k be the length of the resulting longest match, which is the next phrase of the LZ77 parse. By The Expected Length Lemma, k expects to be T Ologn. Note that we do not need to assume that W j and NEXT(m) are within a single stationary ergodic source, since otherwise, if say the window has the wrong length, then the maximal match will expect to be at least as small. Hence in the search for the longest pre®x of A, the expected number of veri®ed partial matches is O(1). Thus the total expected time to ®nd a pre®x match of maximal length k within the window W is Ok.
The hash tables are assumed to be empty initially, so take no time to initialize (this is a standard assumption used in many data structure algorithms). Thus, we take expected linear time but use a total of total On logn space. Section 5 shows how to ®nd maximal matches in text windows in expected linear time using a total of On log logn space.
Ecient execution of our compression algorithm
Recall that the compression method of this section considers un 1 windows of preceding source text, and requires the hashing and determination of the maximal match of subsequent text with substring of the windows W j . We do this using the algorithm just presented in Ok expected time per match of length k, or O(1) expected time per input character. The total expected time to do the maximal match parsing in all the un 1 windows during the algorithm is Onun. Note that we can let un 3 O1 as n 3 0, using a sequence of with slower and slower (monotonically) increasing (but still non-constant) functions Rn. Thus, the total expected time for compressing the length n input source string approaches (but does not reach) On for un 3 O1. We also can decompress the encoded string within these time bounds using nearly identical techniques.
Linear time optimal compression for a-MSSES dynamic sources
We now brie¯y describe a dictionary-based LZ78-type method for compression, which gives an encoding with asymptotically optimal expected length, in the case where the S i are a-mixing ergodic stationary sources. This algorithm always takes linear time with small constant factors.
LZ78-type methods typically use tries (root-to-leaf paths represent strings in an arbitrary set of strings with the pre®x property). The adaptive dictionary is represented by a trie which contains phrases previously parsed since the dictionary was last reinitialized, and the depth of the trie bounds the longest phrase previously parsed (again, since the dictionary was last reinitialized). Our LZ78-type method for compression will use a dictionary which is periodically reinitialized (made empty) by deleting all nontrivial entries. Szpankowski [37] , showed that, for any a-mixing ergodic stationary source, with probability 1 À c logn n e ; the depth of the sux tree is at most
for any e > 0 and some constants c and h. Also, Szpankowski [37] showed that, with probability
the length of a random LZ77 phrase is at least
for any e > 0 and some constant c H and the same constant h. A similar result can be shown for phrases resulting from the dictionary-based LZ78 algorithm.
The probabilistic lower bounds on phrase length will be used to determine when to reinitialize the dictionary. That is, we will reinitialize the dictionary when:
(i) The number of source string characters input since the last reinitialization of the dictionary is at least Ln e , for some e > 0, and (ii) there has been a further sequence of at least Ln e most recent source string characters where each phrase is of length at most
for some appropriate constant h. Note that Case (i) insures that reinitializing of the dictionary is not considered until a suciently long interval, and since each stationary segment s i is assumed to be of least length Ln, a length Ln e interval will insure that at least the compression of this current stationary segment is near optimal, from which the asymptotic optimality of the algorithm follows. Since this compression algorithm is identical to the usual LZ78 implementations with periodic dictionary reinitialization (except in the conditions for reinitialization), it follows (by known implementations of LZ78) that the total time cost for the compression of a length n string is On. We also can decompress the encoded string within these linear time bounds using nearly identical techniques.
Finding maximal matches in small space
Note that the compression algorithm of Section 3 ®nds maximal matches in text windows in expected linear time using a total of total On logn space. Here, we show that we can ®nding maximal matches in text windows in expected linear time using a total of On log logn space. We again assume a hash function is randomly chosen from a universal-2 family of associative hash functions, using parameter r log logn. The hash tables are again assumed to be empty initially, so take no time to initialize (again we note this assumption is typical for data structure algorithms). Given a source text string of length n over an SSES dynamic source, we de®ne a hierarchical binary recursive subdivision of this string, which consists of dlogne levels. For each j in f0 . . . dlogneg we partition the string into a set P j of segments of maximal length T 2 j . As we are incrementally input the source string, we incrementally hash each of those segments of each of the P j that have been input. Since the total number of segments in
is T 2n, the total expected time to hash all the segments of P is On. (Note that the hashing of the segments of (shifted) binary recursive subdivision can easily be maintained over a shifting window, since the binary recursive subdivision needs no modi®cation on shifts other than hashing the new segments that need to be added.) Thus, a text string of any length k is composed of at most 2 logn substrings in P, and so can be hashed in Ologk time, assuming (as we have) that those substrings in P have already been hashed. Furthermore, given any text string A, we can perform a straight forward binary search for the longest pre®x of A matching with a substring of the window W. Let k be the length of the resulting longest match. Assuming we have already hashed all segments of a binary partitioning of a text window W of length n, given any text string A, we easily can execute this Olog k stage binary search guided by the binary recursive subdivision, and using only Olog k further associative hash function applications. The sum of the lengths of the partial matches during this binary search is at most twice the length k of the maximal match. By The Expected Length Lemma, the expected length k of the maximal match is Ologn. Note that we do not need to assume that W j and NEXT(m) are within a single stationary ergodic source; for otherwise the maximal match will expect to be at least as small), and the expected number of stages of the binary search is logOlog n.
Again, we need to verify that we have not found a false match (due to hash collisions). During the binary search, we verify partial matches only every log logn partial matches, and we again also verify the ®nal match (which is to be the maximal parse). Each hash has a collision with probability T 1/ r 1= log logn, and so the likelihood, that there is no hash collision after log logn hashes of partial matches, is 1 À 1 log logn log logn ;
which again limits to 1=e (where e denotes the natural logarithm base) as n 3 I. Again, if there is a hash collision on a partial match, then in expected time linear in the length of the match, we can go back and determine the correct match (if any). Thus the total expected time to ®nd a pre®x match of maximal length k within the window W is Ok (not counting the time to initially hash the elements of the binary recursive subdivision of W, which is On).
Conclusion and open problems
We have given a number of asymptotically ecient algorithms that address, at least from the theoretical point of view, optimal lossless compression of dynamic sources. These techniques can also be applied to a number of applications not related to compression. Weinberger et al. [1992] [43] discuss the use of LZ schemes for discrimination between sequences. Vitter and Krishnan [34] describe the use of lossless data compression techniques to do optimal prefetching for certain sources. Both these results can be extended to dynamic source strings using our techniques. The most important open problem is to determine the largest possible class of dynamic sources where we can provide lossless compression within linear or near linear time. Also, empirical testing on actual sources is needed to further re®ne our dynamic source models and compression algorithms.
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